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The Movements in Nature
Soft waves, soft clouds, soft grass,
In the ocean, in the sky, on the ground.
Mellow, smooth, satisfying,
No sharpness, no harm, just round circles.
Imagination of the mixture of the nature.

I like to look up to the sky, lay down on the beach or on the grass.
Thinking something complicated or just thinking about nothing.
Nature teaches me.
I learn how to embrace myself ; I learn how to cherish myself ;
I learn how to forgive myself ; and I learn how to love myself.
The movements in nature are all different in every second, like all the challenges in my life are different.
As time goes by, my temper becomes softer, just like the waves become smoother when it is reaching the beach ;
my grief blows away just like the clouds fly away ;
my heart feels at ease and gets stronger just like grass is growing in solid soil.

At first, I thought nature provided people with peaceful feelings.
I tried to make something look satisfying, peaceful and can let viewers feel calm.
However, as I was making the work,
I found nature can be loud, can be quiet, can be chaos,
can be amicable, can be commotion, can be tranquil.
For this project, I played with gravity and space.
By using 3-dimensional forms,
I provide the circles with shadow and created an atmosphere of movements.
However, the sculptures themselves are still static.
It is between loud and quiet,
between chaotic and amicable,
between commotion and tranquility.
It is the movements in nature.

Deep missing
- For those things I can’t tell anyone,
Just tell the ocean.
Waves by waves,
the feeling of missing you will pass far away quietly.
- Parted and connected by the deep wide ocean,
all the feelings of missing you can finally reach you
through the ocean.
- Let the waves swallow the sorrows you have written on the sand.
Let the hush_____hush________
cleanse the sadness you have been through.
- Go to the beach!
Lay on the sand and allow the ocean to embrace all your flaws.
Forgive yourself.

- I miss you but I can’t tell you, because I shouldn't fall in love with you.
I can only tell the ocean, because we are not supposed to be together.
- Do you feel me?
Although we are in different countries right now,
I want to make sure you know I will always love you.
- There was no wrong or right.
It’s just we were in different positions.
- No one is perfect and everyone makes mistakes,
but it’s okay to be not perfect and make mistakes.
If we can comfort other people like that,
Why don’t we forgive ourselves?

Being away from home, I miss my home town a lot.
When there is daytime in the US, there is nighttime in Taiwan, 12 hours difference exactly.
We always share different time. I want to make a device to convey this feeling.
The two frames rotate at the same time, and when the frames turn to 180°,
the circles on the frames flip.
While the circles on the right frame show day sky, the left frame shows night sky.
After the circles on the right frame flip and show night sky, the left frame shows day sky.
When there is daytime in the US, there will be nighttime in Taiwan.

Missing you from far away
I miss you, I want to see you, I want to hear your voice.
But I can’t.
I got good news, I am so excited, I want to share with you right away.
But I can’t.
I am not okay, I really need a big hug from you.
But I can’t.
12 hours difference, that’s why.
I don’t want to wake you up at 4:30 in the morning,
I want you to get a good rest.
Just because,
I love you.

The concept of this piece is about secrets, something I do not want most people to know.
Still, it is really hard for me to digest all of it alone.
Only the people who really care about me can be aware of the feelings behind my facial expressions.
Because they will take time to understand me.
The sculptures themselves are also like figures.
Sometimes people tend to hide their real feelings by making themselves look nice,
like wearing expensive necklaces or acting tough and independent.
But, what is behind all this?
Sensitivity, vulnerability, fragility.

Sometimes, our emotions can change the feeling of the speed of time passing.
When we are missing somebody, we feel time goes so slow ; when we feel happy, we feel time goes so fast.
This piece shows about 12 hours difference between two different places.
I used gears to give viewers a chance to experience and determine the speed of the time.

